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Dear Student Delegates,

It gives me great pleasure to extend my warmest greetings to you all
on the occasion of Gannon University's 46th Model United Nations.
Gatherings such as yours offer invaluable insights into the full range of UN
activities and responsibilities. They demonstrate to young people that the
UN's agenda is also their agenda.

As we look to the 21st century, it is clear that all countries are
increasingly affected by the same difficulties and challenges. Some threats
are overt: terrorism, pandemics, arms proliferation. Others are insidious:
climate change, drug-trafficking, money-laundering. All of them transcend
borders. No country can ward them off alone. They are problems without
passports; to address them we need blueprints without borders.

Building peace ~ and combatting threats to peace ~ in an
interdependent world requires the full participation of every citizen and
every nation. The United Nations is where all can come together in
common cause: for the environment, for human rights, for justice and more.

"The Earth is not ours", an African proverb teaches us. "It is a
treasure we hold in trust for future generations". I am committed to
ensuring that the United Nations can play its part in meeting the challenges
of tomorrow and in laying a new foundation of peace, progress and
development. I look forward to the contributions I know you will make.
In that spirit, please accept my best wishes for a successful conference.

Sincerely,

„ Kofi A. Annan

Gannon University
Model United Nations
Erie, Pennsylvania
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Honorable Kofi Annan /•
Secretary General of the United Nations
United Nations Plaza -^V i t^ ~ i1""',

vNew York, NY 10017 ( :/

^ J
Dear Mr. Annan: ,JJ' . -. <-

_jjannon_Uniyersity will be hosting its 46th Model United Nations on November 13 and v/ ^ "v- .X
14,1998. This year's General Assembly wTFlTncluZe^verWO high scTiobI~delegates ^ , • fAf" f

participating from 80 schools located in Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York, and Canada. ^ ^rv \? ,

In preparation for the event, high school delegates will be hard at work researching global \ V*
issues, their assigned country's attitudes towards these issues, and the rules and procedures of the ^ *
United Nations. In addition to the preparation by high school delegates, the Gannon University . „ lf "J &
staff has been preparing to host this event by staffing committees and transforming the Gannon ^ -•• v

campus into an appropriate setting for such an event. £,, •*"'

Each year the Gannon staff prints a program for the delegates, their high school
moderators, and any guests that may be in attendance. It has been a great tradition to include
letters from distinguished persons, such as yourself, welcoming and greeting the delegates,
moderators, and guests in attendance. It would be an honor to include your letter in this year's
46th Gannon Model United Nations Official Program. It i^a great way to recognize all of the
hard work and devotion to world peace these future leaders have made.

In order to allow proper time for the publishing of this year's program, please send your
letter at your earliest convenience to the above address. In addition to this letter, please feel free
to send us a current photograph so that we may include it with your letter.

Sincerely yours,

Scott R. Jablonski
Secretary General
Gannon University Model United Nations
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